
 
 

"Shot through the Hart" 
 

Second Annual Disc Golf Tounrament 

 
The rules are quite similar to the rules used in the game of “Club Golf”, including the matter of 

courtesy. It is only fair that your opponent’s turn to throw be without distraction, just as you would 

like it to be for yours. Do not throw your disc until you are sure its flight or landing, will not distract 

another player. Each hole starts with a tee-off, followed by subsequent throws until players reach the 

basket. Scoring is the same as ball golf. A stroke is counted each time the disc is thrown and when a 

penalty is imposed. Strokes are totaled to arrive at the game score. The player with the lowest score in 

their division is the champion. 

 

Discs – Only PDGA approved discs are allowed at this tournament. No Frisbees or over/under sized 

discs allowed. Every disc you throw must have a unique marking that identifies it as your own. It’s 

suggested you put your name and phone number on it so that a lost disc may be returned. 

  

Baskets – This tournament will use PDGA approved Innova Discatcher baskets. These baskets were 

made possible by sponsorship funding provided by local businesses and organizations. Please treat the 

baskets with care and respect. 

 

See PDGA RULES http://www.pdga.com/rules 

 

Tee off order on the first tee will be by mutual arrangement or by flipping discs. The printed side is 

heads and the odd man should be first. Tee off order on all subsequent holes is determined by the 

score on the previous hole. The player with the lowest score tees off first. 

http://www.pdga.com/rules


▪ Stop moving and talking when another player reaches the tee pad. He/she may not seem ready to 

throw, but everyone has their own pace and focus strategy and deserves silence and stillness when 

it’s their turn. Same goes for putts and to a lesser degree upshots, since you may be standing far 

apart in the middle of a long fairway. 

▪ Stay perceptively behind the disc of whoever is out (the player whose disc is furthest from the 

hole). This one is obvious, but also easy to violate. 

 

A marker disc is used to mark every throw and is provided in everyone’s player’s pack. The thrown 

disc is always left on the lie, (where it came to rest,) until the marker disc is placed on the ground 

directly in front of and touching the disc. The thrown disc is then picked up. 

 

Proper foot placement when throwing will require some practice. The foot that you put you weight on 

when you throw, i.e., the “plant” foot, must be as close as is reasonable to the front line of the tee or to 

the marker disc: in no case ahead of the line or disc, or more than 12 inches behind the line, or disc. 

The other foot can be any place you choose as long as it is no closer to the hole than the rear of the 

marker disc. 

 

Follow through, (stepping past marker disc after throwing), is allowed on any throw except when 

putting, (any throw where the rear of the marker disc is within 33 feet, approx 11 paces, of the hole). 

Falling forward to keep your balance after a putt is not allowed. This infraction is called a falling putt. 

If the disc is stuck in a tree or a bush more than 2 meters above the ground, the marker disc is placed 

exactly beneath it and it is carefully removed from the tree.   You may now proceed; however, take 

extreme care not to damage the tree or bush, or reshape them in any way to improve your throwing 

conditions. 

 

Out-of-Bounds – This tournament will have some out of bounds added to ensure safety of participants 

and ski hill equipment.  See the map and the description and be aware of where they are. If your disc is 

“out-of-bounds” , i.e., you can see “out-of-bounds” area between the edge of your disc and the 

“inbounds” line, place your marker disc “inbounds” at the place where your disc went “out-of-bounds” 

and give yourself a one throw penalty. 

  

Relief: If a disc goes out-of-bounds or is within 3 feet of out-of-bounds, relief is taken by moving the 

disc up to 3 feet away from the OB perpendicular to the basket location. This permits the thrower to 

have a solid footing in-bounds while throwing. If your disc is in-bounds but within 3 feet of OB, there is 

no throw penalty for taking relief.  

 

Wildlife: This course is in a wildlife corridor in an unpopulated area. There is the possibility of wildlife 

encounters. A non-aggressive, resident bear has been known to hang out in the area, so please be bear 

aware. 

  

Unsure about a lie? If you are unsure if a throw is OB, or how to play a hole, you can ask your card 

mates. If there isn’t a consensus, you can play a provisional throw. You will then complete the hole two 



ways until a tournament director informs you of the correct call. Taking a picture as evidence can help 

the TDs make a favourable call.  

 

All throws count as a stroke:  Once the round officially begins, all throws count as a stroke.  That 

means you can’t throw a disc to your buddy, or double putt at the completion of the hole.  No practice 

throws allowed once play begins.  It’s also a speed of play violation.  

 

Scorecards: Every player in your group will keep track of another person’s. Everyone is to keep track 

of how many throws they have taken and report it to the player keeping your score. You must sign 

your scorecard as acknowledgment of its validity. Scorecards will be collected at lunch and given back 

before round 2. Feel free to keep track of card scores on UDisc App. 

Scorecard errors, including addition errors, will result in you receiving the proper score PLUS a 2-

stroke penalty. 

 

Washrooms – Washrooms are at the clubhouse. Please keep the building clean. 

 

Tournament Directors – The tournament directors have final say over issues with OB, scoring, 

division categories, etc. As this is a temporary course, there are going to be things we could not have 

accounted for. We hope this will be an enjoyable experience for all! 

 

Leave it better than you found it. Please respect the golf course and do not litter. Littering is an 

infraction. There are garbage cans on most golf tee off boxes. No open alcohol on the course. Beverages 

are available in the clubhouse. 
 
 

MAP 
 

 
 

http://princegeorge.ultimatecentral.com/hart-ski-hill-dgc 

http://princegeorge.ultimatecentral.com/hart-ski-hill-dgc
http://princegeorge.ultimatecentral.com/hart-ski-hill-dgc


CTP/Longest Drive/Longest Putt 
 

Additional prizes have been provided by local businesses for various CTP/Longest Drive/Longest putt. 
Every hole will have a prize to be won.  

 
 
 

COVID Policy 
 

These are the protocols and procedures set up by the tournament directors to comply with COVID 
restrictions and recommendations. Please respect these items; blatant disrespect could lead to 
dismissal. 
 

• Registration: 
Outside (inside if raining) the clubhouse 
Register one at a time. This means you should plan to arrive at a time that allows us to get 
everyone through so that we can start on time. Don’t arrive at the end of registration. 

 
• Masks available at registration 

 
• Clear your own disc out of the basket. Avoid picking up another player’s disc. 

 
• Practice suggestions: 

 -Don’t grab other people’s discs. 
 -Space yourselves. 
 -Take turns of smaller numbers of people putting at the same time. 

• Players can be asked to mask, call 8-1-1 and leave the facilities for showing signs, failing 
temperature screen or otherwise not abiding by COVID policy 

 
• Try not to congregate in large groups. This means hanging out at the registration table, spread 

out numbers among the practice baskets, etc. 
 
 

Schedule 
 

 

Sunday, September 11, 2020 

 
8:15am- 9:00am Check-In 

9:00am – 9:15am 
 

9:30am -12:00pm 

Players meeting (mandatory) 
 
Round 1 

12:00pm- 1:00pm Lunch (included) 

1:00-1:15pm Player meeting (mandatory) 

1:30pm- 4:00pm Round 2 

4:15pm Trophies 

  



 


